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Introduction

The search for an accurate and inclusive definition for the term “music” might appear 

metaphysical but is an almost impossible task on the academic level. Although we do 

feel that there is a level of consensus on the operational definition of music that 

everybody agrees, which is why we do not start this class on Latin American Music by 

talking about what is music. Nonetheless, since the early 20th century (or even earlier), 

the study of music has proved an increasing difficulty of defining music, both within 

the Western tradition and in world music, although for different reasons. Gradually, 

the common expression of music as a “universal language” was questioned and we 

found ourselves in a position that even an operational concept of music presents 

difficulty of agreement among different cultures. In this respect, the American 

Indians and their concept of music present a unique phenomenon, among others 

(typically isolated native cultures in different parts of the world). Studies by scholars 

from various disciplines reveal that whereas all human cultures have music and 

language, the cultures represented by the American Indians do not have a 

word/concept that corresponds to our common understanding of the term “music”. In 

this paper, by examining two main case studies from South American Indian groups, 

namely, the Suya and Shavante group of central Brazil, I explore the multifaceted 



relationships around the conceptualization of music, including the relationships 

between music and language, language and culture, and its implications on our 

understanding of the origin of music.

The main body of the paper is organized into three sections: first, the presentation of 

the case studies on the two South American Indian groups; Second, the analysis of the 

data presented in the case studies; and third, an extended discussion and comparison 

with an additional case study of an Asian native group, presenting a more 

comprehensive analysis.

I Suya and Shavante: Case Studies from Two South American Indian Groups in 

Brazil 

1.1 General Backgrounds of Suya and Shavante

1.1.1 The case studies of Suya and Shavante cited here come from the extensive 

works done by musicologist Anthony Seeger and the work by linguistic 

anthropologist Laura Graham respectively.  Although there is no known links 

between the conduct of the two studies and the two authors, the two Indian 

groups do share some general background, linguistically, geographically and 

culturally. 

1.1.2 The Suya and Shavante belong to the part of the Northern and central branch 

of the Ge linguistic group respectively, both located in indigenous reserves in 

the state of Mato Grosso in central Brazil. However, culturally there is a 

distinction between the two groups, and they are not considered to be closely 

related or in contact with each other. The presentation of the detailed 

background of culture, social organization, kinship, etc. of these two groups is 



not necessary for the purpose of the current study, except when they are in 

connection with music. I will incorporate such background later when needed. 

It should be clarified that choice of these two groups is random and the two 

studies are conducted independently, thus enabling a discussion of the 

conceptualization of music on a more universal rather than particular ground. 

1.2 From Speech to Song: Suya vocal genres

1.2.1 It is common to talk about vocal genres or vocal expressions in American 

Indian discourse. Usually there is a continuum in these genres that some are 

considered speech by the native people, only a few are considered as “songs” 

or what we mean by “music”. Although many vocal genres are music to us, the 

natives insist that they are not “songs” or “music”, and it is “told” but not 

“sung”. In his article “Oratory is Spoken, Myth is Told, and Song is Sung, But 

They Are All Music to My Ears” and later his book “Why Suya Sing”, Seeger 

systematically described these vocal genres of Suya and speculated on the 

issues of conceptualizing music. 

1.2.2 According to Seeger, since virtually all music the Suya performed or played 

was song, an analysis of their singing must begin by “relating song to other 

vocal art forms”, and “everything is defined by what it is not”. (Seeger 2004). 

There are four main categories of vocal art forms that the Suya people 

distinguish, as seen on table 1.  We perceive these categories as ranging from 

everyday speech to highly musicalized/specialized speech performances, to 

music. 



1.2.3 In figure 1, Seeger considers the distinctions among these genres 

systematically according to several parameters. Apparently, the Western 

conceptualization of music focusing on pitch relation/tone/melody is the least 

useful in distinguishing these genres, since “some examples of their speech 

seemed more ‘musical’ in the traditional western sense of tonal structuring 

than examples of song, although they insist that those performances are not 

songs”. (Seeger 1986) As a result, a different set of criteria is proposed. They 

are parameters such as the fixity of the texts, the priority chosen between the 

melody/tonal contour and the text, origin of the genres, the occurrence of 

“self-reference” in the text, and the phrasing pattern, etc. Different degree of 

variance is observed to distinguish one genre from another.

1.2.4 Seeger concluded after analyzing the vocal art forms using these parameters 

that “The relationships among Suya genres demonstrate how the separation 

of speech and music distorts both of them”, and that “we should be studying 

them as interrelated genres that employ phonetics, text, time, tone and 

timbre in different but possibly systematic ways”. (Seeger 2004) 

1.2.5 In Seeger’s discussion, the Suya concept of “song” is distinguished from other 

vocal art forms by the priority of its melody over text, the fixed mode of its 

presentation, the extensive use of textual repetition, the fixed length of its 

phrases, the fixed relations among pitches, and the unimpeachable authority 

of its texts. Song is clearly distinct from the other forms both stylistically and 

textually. (Seeger 2004) However, from the native point of view, it is the origin 

of songs they consider special thus making song (or we can use the term 

‘music’ in the native sense) distinctive from other vocal genres.



1.2.6 The Suya songs are of three origins. First, there are songs from myths from a 

long time ago; second, there are songs learned from other ethnic groups in 

contact; and third but the most important, songs created by Suya individuals. 

According to the Suya people, all songs/music are from external, non-Suya (or 

in many cases non-human) sources of origin. They refer to the Suya individuals 

who teach new songs (similar to our concept of composer) as “men without 

spirit”. Here is how he knew the new song: when someone become sick or get 

injured, he will lose his spirit thus becomes a man “without spirit”. This is 

thought to be caused by the evil witches. Then he must go out to the forest to 

find his spirit, when he found that it is living with the birds, the fish, or the 

trees. Now when someone comes to his house and ask for a new song, he said, 

“hold on, let me listen”, then he listens to the bird singing, and after he’s done 

listening he can teach a new song to the others. Some may temporarily lose his 

spirit and some permanently for unknown reasons. In the latter case one 

becomes a constant source of new songs. Thus in this sense, all songs/musics 

are learned from non-Suya/non-human origins, and being able to produce new 

songs is somehow related to the evilness. 

   

1.3 Modes of Shavante Vocal Expression

1.3.1 Three modes of Shavante vocal expression are described by Graham, namely, 

dawawa(ritual wailing), dano?re(collective singing), and political oratory/plaza 

speech. 

1.3.2 Graham considers these three vocal styles by contrasting them using three 

parameters: (1) the degree to which each makes use of phonology, 

morphology, and syntax of the Shavante language, (2) the degree of melodic 



complexity and exhibited, and (3) performing location and their correlations 

with Shavante cosmology and ideology of social space. (Graham 1986)

1.3.3 The three genres are considered by Graham to be ranged along a continuum. 

The poles of this continuum are, to use structuralist terminology, “nature” and 

“culture”.  On the side of nature is language-less wailing, highly melodic and 

localized in the domestic sphere. On the side of culture is political oratory, 

linguistically sophisticated and localized in the village center, yet melodically 

impoverished. Mediating between the two is dano?re singing, less melodic (in 

terms of pitch content) yet more linguistic than wailing, less linguistic yet 

more melodic than oratory. Finally, it is localized between village center and 

periphery.(Graham 1986)

II Data Analysis

2.1      Speech-music continuum

2.1.1 Seeger’s study on Suya vocal art forms reveals that the separation of speech 

and music distorts our understanding of both of them. This is an observation 

based on our understanding of speech and music, which tends to distinguish 

the two according to only acoustic criteria. As Seeger pointed out, our 

conception of music focusing especially on melody contour is not useful in 

distinguish music from speech in these genres. Instead, they demonstrate a 

relative dominance of one over another, among the parameters we consider as 

musical or nonmusical. Thus what the Suya consider as “song” shows a 



dominance of melodic elements over the text. But we must remember that 

these melodic elements are also present in other speech art genres. From this 

understanding, we are reminded that music and speech are similar in the 

acoustic sense that they both employ sound and pitch and rhythmic contour (in 

language there are tone languages and intonations for all languages), thus can 

be not surprisingly put on one continuum. This close relationship can be best 

proved by the existence of songs in any culture. On the other hand, we can 

conclude that while we tend to conceptualize music and speech in terms of the 

absolute dominance of certain acoustic features, Suya conceptualize them in 

terms of a relative dominance. That is to say, there could also be a speech-

music continuum in our culture or any culture, but the line between the two is 

more clearly drawn for us.    

2.1.2 The other insufficiency to understand Suya’s concept about music and speech 

lies in our tendency to define music from a single, abstracted criteria in terms 

of acoustic features. This is particularly true in the development of 

“objectification” of Western art music. In order to fully understand a different 

way of conceptualize music, we need to draw a multi-parameter definition. 

This will be discussed later.

2.1.3 The continuum of Shavante vocal expressions exhibits a somewhat different 

picture, given the involvement of wailing, the art of crying, and the author’s 

parameters, consisted of linguistic/phonetic complexity, melodic complexity, 

and performing context. Such parameters might need further consideration on 

close scrutiny, in terms of what can they reveal. For instance, Graham 

considers the range of phonetic elements adopted in each of the three forms 

from the phonetic inventory of the language. This, coupled with the melodic 

complexity, led us to think that when she says that wailing has less linguistic 



content and more melodic content, it could mean that wailing, although an art 

of cry, can demonstrate more pure musical feature than singing, because of its 

deprived linguistic/semantic content. Thus the continuum of “wailing-singing-

oratory” becomes “more musical-musical-speech”. This certainly is a 

interesting continuum since we usually would classify a genre like musical 

lament (such as seen in Russia studied by ethnomusicologist Margaret Mazo) 

under the art of music (or do we?). In addition, the more melodic complexity is 

not necessarily “more musical” than less melodic complexity. 

2.2 Conceptualizing music—criteria for definition and scope

2.2.1 This section addresses the question of different ways of conceptualizing music 

as opposed to speech according to various amount of criterion. As stated 

previously, our single-criteria concept of music is in contrast with the multi-

criteria conceptualization of American Indians discussed in the current study. 

In their conceptualization process pattern, there are multiple criterion that 

affect their judgment of whether a vocal art form is music/song or not, 

including the relative dominance of certain acoustic features that we 

mentioned before. However, given the studies I examined, I propose here that 

these criterion do not have the same weight in determining which form is 

music/song and which is not. In many cases one single component from these 

criterion stands out and act as a decisive factor that affect the native people 

to conceptualize certain forms as or as not music, as it would be different for 

us. In the case of Suya, this component is the belief of the mythical origin of 

the music.     



2.2.2 The various criterions I proposed here include any factor that music can be 

defined or distinguished from others. We sometimes also use these to classify 

and distinguish between music and non-music, or within music, only that our 

strong common consensus of the concept of music is only single-criteria. For 

instance, music can be defined in social function in certain context [Webster 

dictionary]; it can be also defined by the actual behavior of making music or 

physical existence of the musical instrument, etc. Interestingly, this also seems 

to account for the unusual continuum of wailing-music-speech of the 

Shavante. Here, the social function might be the factor that stops the 

Shavante people from seeing the vocal art of wailing as music/singing, 

although according to the author it has more pure “musical” element than 

their singing. Meanwhile, the songs are defined by its origin to, which 

according to Shavante people, are learned through dreams after a tribe 

member reached certain age.

2.2.3 Both South American Indian groups discussed here have a concept of 

music/singing that is smaller than our scope of the term music. That is, many of 

their non-musical vocal art forms are considered by us musical, whereas there 

is no occasion that their music is considered non-music by us. This will be 

further discussed when new data are introduced in the next section for 

comparison.

2.3 The Whorf Hypothesis



2.3.1 Although the model I proposed for analyzing the concept of music is useful to 

account for certain phenomenon presented previously, it is still not clear why 

these significant multiple factors should prevent the Suya and the Shavante 

people to come up with an all-inclusive conception of music like ours. This 

could be considered as an issue of lexical categorization in a particular 

language under the cultural context. In this section I shall consider this in the 

theoretical framework of the Whorf Hypothesis (sometimes referred to as 

Spair-Whorf Hypothesis) in linguistic anthropology.

2.3.2 There are two readings of the Whorf hypothesis. The mild reading, which 

makes more sense and being less absolute, is called the linguistic relativity. It 

refers to the view that language may influence thought, especially habitual 

thought, and there is at least some association between habitual behavior, 

experience, culture, thought, and language. On the other hand, a stronger 

reading of the hypothesis, called the linguistic determinism, claims that 

language shapes thought. The latter encountered many objections because it 

is too absolute and exclusive.

2.3.3 Whorf was interested in both lexical and grammatical categories in actual 

languages and compared them to actual cultural patterns observable in the 

community speaking the language. He argues that the lexicon and grammatical 

apparatus constitute the semantic pattern of a given language. Common 

examples for the lexical variance is the color (or the Eskimo’s many words for 

snow, which has been misunderstood by many), and for the grammatical is 

tense. 

2.3.4 Another relevant thesis is the dichotomy of linguistic particularism and 

universals of human languages developed by pioneer linguistic anthropologist 

Boaz of languages of the Native Americas.(Boaz is the mentor of Spair, and 



Spair is the mentor of Whorf). For Boaz, it is interesting that while there are 

universal grammatical categories in all languages as a proof of the language 

universals, however, “a language could not possibly encode every single aspect 

of social, physical, and psychological environments of a human community…

instead, every language linguistically encodes “chaotic reality” in a unique way. 

Each language has a peculiar tendency to select this or that aspect of the 

mental image which is conveyed by the expression of thought”. 

2.3.5 The color studies proposed by Berlin and Kay in 1969 and later are frequently 

cited in support of the Whorf hypothesis. It is well known that different 

language categorize colors using different amount of vocabularies, for 

instance, some language do not distinguish between green and blue. This 

reflects a basic lexical difference for something that is universal and basic in all 

cultures. Berlin and Kay’s study discovered that basic color terms tend to be 

added to a language in predictable sequence. Table 2  gives that basic 

sequence in simplified form. This theory has been found to be grounded in the 

neurophysiology of color vision (McDaniel 1972) and to be widely accepted 

today.

2.3.6 It is tempting to study the pattern of conceptualization of music among 

different cultures based on the Whorf hypothesis related methodologies. 

However, this is a difficult task in terms of quantity and quality, and I am just 

going to attempt a brief comment and analysis on this for now.

2.3.7 First, the speech-music continuum and the color continuum of its wave length 

and frequency are like and unlike each other in different ways. The former is 

no doubt more complicated than the latter in terms of multiple dimension and 

human subjective influence. In addition, music and speech, especially music, is 



a human creation and is nonexistent in the nonhuman physical external world. 

On the other hand, we do find speech and music in all human cultures, thus 

making it a universal phenomenon that is subject to comparison of different 

lexical categorization.

2.3.8 For now, we can propose three kinds of hypothesis that accounts for the 

different conceptualization of music against speech among different 

language:

(1) Seeing and percept the same phenomenon but categorize differently in 

lexicon for unknown reason [linguistic particularism].

(2) Different categorization in language influenced or restricted by cultural 

specific factors [like my proposition of multiple criteria definition].

(3) There is a certain sequence of adding lexicon categories to the language, 

divided into stages. 

2.4 Music as a mystic power

2.4.1 In his book Why Suya Sing Anthony Seeger provided a interesting discussion on 

one aspect of common feature of understanding music among the South 

American Indian groups, New Guinea native Kaluli people, ancient Greek 

people and the contemporary Americans. In the first three groups, they all 

maintain that the music is related to some mystic, non-human origin that was 

learned by men through a mystic process (such as loss of spirit in sickness or in 

dreams). Seeger also quotes from ancient Greeks: “The Pythagoreans, whom 

Plato follows in many aspects, call music the harmonization of opposites…

music is the basis of agreement among things in nature and of the best 



government in the universe.” This, Seeger related to the “mystical thought” 

about music to the contemporary American understanding of “music talent”. 

Seeger commented that “In everyday discussions with Americans about music, 

it is clear that to a certain extent music is related to a “natural” force rather 

than a purely human one. While among the Suya every member of the society 

was at some time a performer but only a few lost their spirits, many Americans 

appear to believe that although most people can be taught music, only a few 

of them a ‘gifted’.”

III Extended Comparison and Analysis

3.1 A Case study of Kino people in East Asia

3.1.1 As already mentioned previously, other groups who have a different 

conceptualization of music than us are found throughout the world. Some of them 

demonstrate different patterns than the South American Indians we examined here. A 

brief mention of a case study of the Kino people in the Southwest China border of 

Yunnan Province might provide an interesting comparison. 

3.1.2 The Kino people does not have a term for music corresponding to us. However, 

we cannot say, like in the case of Suya and Shavante, that their concept of music has a 

smaller scope and less inclusive than us. Rather, their concept and our concept of 

music have some parts overlapping while differentiate in other parts. An important 

term for musical elements or music “mi” is employed in the Kino language. However, 

some of their “mi” are not considered music by us, if we can sometimes allow them as 

musical. For instance, the ‘mi’ of Kino language include not only singing and 

instrumental music, but also there is mi in the people speaking tones, the is mi in the 

sound made by animals, in which case we definitely do not consider as music or 



musical in a common sense. On the other hand, some religious vocal genres which 

involve what we call music are not ‘mi’ in Kino’s concept. They explained that these 

genres are for communicating with the dead soul, or the deity, it is non human, thus it 

has nothing to do with ‘mi’ or music. This certainly shows similarity with the Suya and 

Shavante. 

3.2 Comparison and analysis

3.3 Particular and universal 

Conclusion

I have presented various data and theoretical models for analyzing the different 

conceptualization of music in this paper. Needless to say, there are certainly many 

other factors contributing to a certain categorizing/conceptualizing of music. For 

instance, the portion of the time spent on musical life compared to the total time in a 

culture, or the function of music whether or not developed as a highly independent, 

non-semantic art form. In the cultures presented in this paper we find that although 

music is a different kind of sign/symbol system than language in terms of referential 

property, it can hardly exist independently with its semantic function removed, thus 

having an effect on the conceptualization of music. In another words, songs only 

become music in the Western sense when it can exist alone and no longer carry 

semantic functions.


